THE SIBLEY GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA - 2ND EDITION
by David Allen Sibley
This 2nd edition offers a wealth of improvements and updates. Illustrations are 15-20% larger for better detail. Nearly 7000 paintings digitally remastered in full color, habitat information & voice description for every species. Over 600 new paintings with 111 rare species and over 700 updated range maps. 597 pages. Flexcover
WB57900 ........................................... $40.00

THE SIBLEY GUIDE TO BIRD LIFE AND BEHAVIOR
by David Allen Sibley
The Sibley Guide to Bird Life and Behavior is a complete guide to the lives and behavior of the 80 bird families found in North America. It features 796 full-color paintings by David Sibley and is written by 44 of America's top birders and ornithologists. Includes information about bird biology, life cycles, courtship, nest building, migration, and feeding. Flexcover
WB43866 ........................................... $39.95

THE SIBLEY GUIDE TO TREES
by David Allen Sibley
This is an astonishingly elegant guide to a complex subject with more than 4,100 meticulous, exquisitely detailed painted. It highlights the often subtle similarities and distinctions between more than 600 tree species. Over 400 pages. Flexcover
WB15197 ........................................... $39.95

PETERTON FIRST GUIDE TO COMMON BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Roger Tory Peterson
The concise field guide to 188 common North American birds. A good beginner's guide. Softcover
WB06688 ........................................... $7.95

Additional Peterton First Guides:
WB1839 Trees ........................................... $6.95
WB1815 Mammals ....................................... $7.95
WB06644 Insects ....................................... $7.95
WB1846 Caterpillars ..................................... $7.95
WB06651 Butterflies and Moths ....................... $7.95
WB71956 Reptiles and Amphibians .................. $7.95
WB35439 Rocks and Minerals ....................... $6.95
WB06675 Wildflowers ................................... $6.95

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
Kaufman Focus Guide, new up-to-date version
by Kenna Kaufman
This field guide is a back-to-the-basics guide, produced with a clear and direct approach to recognizing every North American bird. Kaufman's innovative technique of combining the best features of photographs and paintings results in extremely accurate and helpful images.
• look alike species shown together
• range maps show seasonal occurrence
• descriptions include habits, habitat, field marks, songs, and calls
• illustrations, maps, and descriptions on facing pages
• color coded tabs to identify each section
• 392 Pages - FlexCover
WB74230 ............................................... $18.95

THE SIBLEY FIELD GUIDES TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by David Allen Sibley
These field guides have all the information, detail, and beauty of the Sibley Guide to Birds, divided into Eastern 550 species, and Western 650 species, in a portable format (4½ x 7½). Geared to the novice birders, each species account includes information about status, habitat, feeding, behavior, identification, song, and new maps. Over 400 pages. Flexcover
WB57917 Eastern 2nd Edition ...................... $19.95
WB51218 Western ................................. $19.95

Order any item number starting with WB
with any binocular or spotting scope and take 10% off all WB items.
No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
BOOKS

THE SHOREBIRD GUIDE
by Michael O’Brien, Richard Crossley, and
Kevin Karlson
477 Pages · over 800 photos
The birder who is “struggling with
shorebirds” has been offered an immense
leg up in shorebird identification. This guide
demonstrates that birders should not simply note separate field
marks but know the bird as one whole. In the past, most birders
have only dreamed of possessing this type of expert knowledge.
The Shorebird Guide is, without doubt, a crucial and timely
addition to bird identification literature. A must for shorebird
enthusiasts! 477 pages. Flexcover
WB32943 .............................................. $24.95

HAWKS FROM EVERY ANGLE
How to Identify Raptors in Flight
by Jerry Ligouri
This innovative book details accurate field
identification traits for 19 species common
to North American migration sites.
Featuring 339 striking color photos and
32 black & white photos. All aspects of raptor identification,
including plumage, shape, light conditions, molt patterns, and
flight style traits are discussed. 144 pages. Softcover
WB18256 ............................................. $19.95

STOKES BLUEBIRD BOOK
by Donald and Lillian Stokes
With the Stokes Bluebird Book, you can
bring these charming and beloved “birds
of happiness” into your own yard. This
fully illustrated guide tells you all you need
to know about attracting, observing, and
protecting bluebirds and how to build a bluebird feeder and
nest boxes. More than 80 full-color photographs. Softcover
WB17435 ............................................. $14.00

STOKES PURPLE MARTIN BOOK
by Donald and Lillian Stokes and Justin L.
Brown
This book will give you fascinating facts
about breeding and nesting behaviors,
and how to monitor houses and control
predators. Range maps and more than 100 stunning full-color
photographs. Softcover
WB17028 ............................................. $14.00

A PURPLE MARTIN’S JOURNEY
by Andrew M. Troyer
In this informative book, Andy shares
everything he has learned along his amazing
25 year Purple Martin journey, teaching both
the aspiring, as well as the well-seasoned
landlord how to best attract and care for these wonderful birds.
A beautiful book with over 250 color photos. Hardcover. 208
pages.
WB23900 ............................................. $19.95

SPARROWS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA
A Photographic Guide
by David Beadle and James Rising
More than 350 photographs illustrate all 64
taxa of emberizine sparrows found in the
region. The text details information on the
identification of species, races, and forms of all the sparrows,
towhees, juncos, buntings, and longspurs, grassquits, and
seedeaters, as well as information on their distribution, habits,
habitats, molt, and voice. 328 pages. Softcover
WB17470 ............................................. $29.95

WARBLERS OF THE GREAT
LAKES REGION AND EASTERN
NORTH AMERICA
by Chris G. Earley
The photos in this book show the birds in
their natural habitat, comparison pages group
similar-looking birds on a single page for quick
reference, and they include male/female differences, seasonal
plumages, and distinctive markings, song descriptions, and
range maps. 131 pages. Softcover
WB77099 ............................................. $16.95

FEEDER BIRDS, EASTERN
NORTH AMERICA
Peterson Field Guide
by Roger Tory Peterson
Large print, feeder checklist, and fast, easy
identification of all birds that frequently come
to feeders. Descriptions (including favorite
foods), range maps, and art. 106 pages. Softcover
WB59447 ............................................. $9.95

Order any item number starting with WB
with any binocular or spotting scope and take
10% off all WB items.
No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
BOOKS

HUMMINGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Steve N. G. Howell
This is a comprehensive photographic guide to the identification of all 24 species of hummingbirds to be seen as breeders or vagrants in North America. Steve Howell has specially chosen over 200 stunning photographs to complement the information given in his text. Softcover
WB16032 .......................................................... $29.95

DRAGONFLIES THROUGH BINOCULARS
by Sidney W. Dunkle
This guide allows for quick and easy identification of the more than 300 species of dragonflies found in the United States and Canada. It includes 48 full-color plates, detailed species accounts, and range maps. Softcover
WB12689 .......................................................... $29.95

STOKES BUTTERFLY BOOK
by Donald and Lillian Stokes and Ernest Williams
This comprehensive guide, illustrated with more than 140 stunning color photographs, tells you all about attracting butterflies to your yard, and how to design a garden that will attract a multitude of different species. Complete information on the behavior of 63 of the most common North American butterfly species. Softcover
WB81780 .......................................................... $13.99

BUTTERFLIES OF NORTH AMERICA
Kaufman Focus Guide
by Jim P. Brock and Kenn Kaufman
Many birders are starting to look at other living things besides birds, and butterflies have become one of the most popular subjects. This guide features more than 2,200 butterflies shown in natural postures—every species found regularly in the ABA checklist area. Facing page format with text, illustrations, and detailed range maps. 391 pages. Flexcover
WB68264 .......................................................... $19.95

BUTTERFLIES THROUGH BINOCULARS, THE EAST
by Jeffrey Glassberg
This beautiful field guide to butterflies of the eastern United States combines the vividness of photographs of living butterflies in their natural setting with the traditional field guide format. Includes 625 color photographs and range maps. Softcover
WB06688 .......................................................... $24.95

INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Eric Eaton and Kenn Kaufman
In this guide, readers will find a wealth of information on the amazing observable behaviors of insects. Naturalists use a broad ecological approach, making the book accessible for everyone. It includes more than 2,000 digitally enhanced photographs representing every major group of insects found in North America. The easiest guide for fast identification. 391 pages. Flexcover
WB53107 .......................................................... $18.95

MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Nora Bowers, Rick Bowers, and Kenn Kaufman
Here you will find brilliant images, lively text, and accurate maps—your best guide to North America’s magnificent wild mammals. This guide covers every species of mammal known to occur in North America and its offshore waters, including naturalized exotics. More than 1,100 digitally enhanced photographs of 450 species of wild mammals. 351 pages. Flexcover
WB51888 .......................................................... $19.95

GREAT POSSESSIONS
by David Kline
An Amish farmer’s journal. A rich example of how staying still and alert in one place makes it possible to watch the world come alive. Softcover
WB83226 .......................................................... $17.95

Order any item number starting with WB
with any binocular or spotting scope and take
10% off all WB items.
No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
THE BIG YEAR
A Tale of Man, Nature, and Fowl Obsession
by Mark Obmascik
For Sandy Komito, Al Levantin, and Greg Miller, 1998 would be a wishwind winner—takes-all battle for a new North American birding record. The Big Year follows the frenetic and often humorous pilgrimages of these three men. The author also provides a brief history of other possessed birders along with a smattering of information about birds and their behavior. Softcover
WB48607 .............................................. $15.00

KINGBIRD HIGHWAY
by Kenn Kaufman
A story of a natural obsession that got a little out of hand! At sixteen, Kenn Kaufman dropped out of high school and hit the road, hitchhiking back and forth across America. His goal was to set a record for the most birds seen in a year. Softcover
WB09403 .............................................. $14.95

LETTERS FROM EDEN
by Julie Zickeloose
A Year at Home in the Woods
At the age of seven Julie Zickeloose knew she wanted to paint birds. Her lifelong dedication shows in her paintings of birds and nature. Wild turkeys, coyotes, box turtles, and a bird eating bullfrog flap, lope and leap through her prose. To some the "real world" in America is steel, concrete, asphalt, etc. The real world captured in Julie's luminous paintings and eloquent words is made of soil, scent, bird song and frog croaks. It's a world composed of moonlight, raindrops, turkey tracks and the scuttling first flight of baby wrens. Julie, with her birder/editor husband, Bill Thompson III, was able to create her own Eden. 221 pages. Hardcover.
WB73080 .............................................. $26.00

THE BLUEBIRD EFFECT
Uncommon Birds with Common Birds
by Julie Zickeloose
The Bluebird Effect is about the change that's set in motion by kind acts, such as saving injured birds. Each of the 25 chapters covers a different species, and is illustrated with watercolor paintings and drawings. 355 pages. Hardcover.
WB03092 ............................................ $28.00

BIRDING THRILLS
An Amish, Nature-loving Family's Birding Journal
by Aden Troyer
Thank God for the ability to see and hear the wonders of His creation. Imagine sitting on the mountains in predawn hours, listening to the last calls of whip-poor-wills or great horned owls, as the sky brightens in the east. Close to 100 bird sketches. Over 220 pages. Softcover
WB1080-2 ............................................. $13.95

BIRDS OF THE CLEVELAND REGION
by Larry Rosche
The Birds of the Cleveland Region is a must have book for anybody interested in the natural history of the Cleveland region and it will be a valuable reference for birders for many years to come.
376 species of birds have been documented in the history of the Cleveland Region. Over 60 photos included. Paintings and sketches by Kevin Metcalf and Jennifer Brumfield. Softcover
WB00109 .............................................. $24.99

THE CLEMENTS CHECKLIST OF BIRDS OF THE WORLD
by James F. Clements
Sixth Edition
The Clements Checklist presents the most up-to-date and most widely endorsed compendium of the 9,930 species of birds recognized by the scientific and birding communities. Features of The Clements Checklist include:
- Comprehensive indexes with all taxa listed by English and the scientific names.
- Tables and maps showing the world distribution of total bird species and endemics by geographic area, which will be of special interest to conservationists.
- Space to record the location and date of individual sightings, providing the user with a personalized ornithological journal.
843 pages. Hardcover
WB45019 .............................................. $59.95

Order any item number starting with WB with any binocular or spotting scope and take 10% off all WB items. No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
ALL THINGS RECONSIDERED
My Birding Adventure
by Roger Tory Peterson - edited by Bill Thompson III
The world's most famous bird watcher recounts his travels in pursuit of birds. Here he relates his adventures during a lifetime of traveling the world to observe and record nature. While in his eighties, one essay relates, his boat capsized in freezing water as he was filming a documentary. In another we watch his tiny rowboat get caught in an angry sea. Then his most exciting bird experience! Searching for the Ivory-Billed Woodpecker. The essays, photographs, and illustrations included here were carefully selected by Bill Thompson III, Editor of Bird Watchers Digest. Softcover.
WB26152 .................................................. $14.95

HAWKS AT A DISTANCE
by Jerry Liguori
The ultimate must-have guide for identifying migrant raptors. It focuses on identifying distant raptors in flight as they are truly seen in the field. 216 pages. Softcover.
WB35595 .................................................. $19.95

MOLT IN NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
Peterson Guide
by Steve N.G. Howell
This reference guide clearly explains the molt strategies of each family of birds, using beautiful large photographs. Hardcover.
WB52356 .................................................. $35.00

THE CROSSLEY ID GUIDE
EASTERN BIRDS
by Richard Crossley
This book is for beginners, experts, and anyone who loves to identify birds, or just look at them, and enjoy the beauty of the outdoors. Unique photographs and page layouts show birds as we really see them in the field. A very informative Bird Guide. 528 pages. Flexcover
WB47789 .................................................. $35.00

THE CROSSELY ID GUIDE - RAPTORS
by Crossley, Liguori & Sullivan
This first raptor guide using Crossley's acclaimed, innovative composite images that show birds as they actually appear in the field. 101 stunning color plates - including 35 double-page layouts - composed from thousands of photographs. 285 pages. Flexcover.
WB57405 .................................................. $29.95

THE CROSSLEY ID GUIDE - WATERFOWL
by Crossley, Baicich, and Barry
A unique guide to master identification of all of North America's ducks, geese, and swans, both on water and in the air. Nearly 300 pages of waterfowl scenes, showing a wide range of views, angles and plumages. Essential for anyone interested in waterfowl. 512 pages. Flexcover
WB00352 .................................................. $40.00

BIRDS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA
by Sterry and Small
This guide to eastern birds has beautiful photos with species descriptions, voice, status and habitat, maps, and observation tips that will help birders pinpoint where to see the bird in question, or at least improve the chances of discovery or observation. Over 400 pages. Softcover.
WB34260 .................................................. $18.95
WB34284 Birds of Western North America ....... $18.95

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
Sixth Edition
by Dunn and Alderfer
Field guide to all 990 species of birds, including 23 new species, 300 new art pieces, subspecies, migration maps, and quick-find visual index. Softcover
WB08287 .................................................. $27.95

Additional National Geographic Guides:
WB03305 Eastern Region .... $19.95
WB03312 Western Region .... $19.95
BOOKS

KAUFMAN FIELD GUIDE TO ADVANCED BIRDING
by Kenn Kaufman
Understanding what you see and hear. Illustrated with line drawings by the author, with more than 700 images based on photos. 446 pages. Flexcover.
WB48325 ........................................... $21.00

PETE RSON REFERENCE GUIDE TO SEAWATCHING - EASTERN WATERBIRDS IN FLIGHT
by Ken Behrens & Cameron Cox
Seawatching is the challenging art of identifying waterbirds in flight. This guide breaks new ground in identification, helping you to identify distant, fast-moving waterbirds by considering their structure, flight style and general patterns, in addition to traditional field marks. More than 900 photographs. 602 pages. Hardcover.
WB37398 ........................................... $35.00

PETE RSON GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Roger Tory Peterson
This new book combines the eastern and western bird guides in one volume filled with accessible, concise information, including 40 new paintings, updates to Peterson's original paintings, and all-new maps for the most up-to-date range information. 527 pages. Flexcover.
WB66141 ........................................... $26.00

THE YOUNG BIRDER'S GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Bill Thompson III
Covering 300 of the most common birds of the U.S. and Canada, this book is loaded with color photographs, drawings showing typical behaviors, range maps, vocalizations and habitat. Very helpful to young birders. Over 350 pages. Softcover.
WB40217 ........................................... $15.95

PETE RSON GUIDE TO MOTHS OF NORTHEASTERN NORTH AMERICA
by David Beadle and Seabrooke Leckie
Nearly 1500 of the most common or eye-catching of the moths in this area are included in this guide, with photos to help identify them. Softcover.
WB38487 ........................................... $29.00

Additional Peterson Guides:
WB52462 Birds of Eastern and Central North America .................................. $19.95
WB52707 Birds of Western North America ..................................................... $19.95
WB62103 Birds of West Indies .......................................................................... $23.00
WB66756 Birds of Britain and Europe .............................................................. $25.00
WB21384 Birds of Texas ................................................................................... $23.00
WB75145 Mexican Birds .................................................................................. $22.00
WB83214 Warblers of North America ............................................................... $21.00
WB70675 Hawks of North America ................................................................. $22.00
WB24964 Hummingbirds of North America .................................................... $22.00
WB36092 Eastern Birds' Nests ......................................................................... $20.00
WB64375 Western Birds' Nests ........................................................................ $20.00
WB11702 Insects ................................................................................................ $19.00
WB1743X Animal Tracks .................................................................................. $19.95
WB10980 Mushrooms ....................................................................................... $21.00
WB5370X Trees and Shrubs .............................................................................. $19.00
WB04558 Eastern Trees ..................................................................................... $20.00
WB28950 Eastern Forests .................................................................................. $20.00
WB11723 Northeastern, North Central N. A. Wildflowers ................................. $20.00
WB10951 Pacific States Wildflowers ................................................................. $19.00
WB04534 Eastern Butterlies .............................................................................. $23.00
WB91510 Western Butterlies ............................................................................. $24.00
WB26222 Edible Wild Plants ............................................................................ $19.00
WB43985 Eastern Medicinal Plants and Herbs ................................................ $21.00
WB38068 Western Medicinal Plants and Herbs ............................................... $22.00

PRAIRIE SPRING
by Pete Dunne
Pete has devoted his life to connecting people with nature. He and his wife Linda venture to the prairie. Spring on the prairie is where half a million migrating cranes' conjoined cries fill the air, and storms as black as prairie earth darken the skies. 271 pages. Hardcover.
WB22201 ............................................. $24.00

Order any item number starting with WB with any binocular or spotting scope and take 10% off all WB items. No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
BOOKS

FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS
by the National Audubon Society
This all-photographic guide to birds describes 508 species found in the eastern region of North America. It features 646 full-color photographs and a detailed range map for each species. Flexcover
WB28527 ........................................... $21.95

Additional National Audubon Society Guides:
WB19920 Guide to Mushrooms ........................................... $22.95
WB02322 Guide to Wildflowers ........................................... $19.95
WB07606 Guide to Trees ........................................... $21.95
WB07630 Insects & Spiders ........................................... $22.95

LETTERS FROM LARKSONG
by David Kline
A naturalist explores his organic farm, where cliff swallows find the barn eaves a good place to roost, and bobolinks raise their young in the hay fields, over 180 species of birds have been identified on Larksong Farm. Hardcover.
WB82013 ........................................... $26.95

CATERPILLARS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA
by David L. Wagner
This illustrated guide will enable you to identify the caterpillars of nearly 700 butterflies and moths found east of the Mississippi. 1,200 color photos and 24 line drawings enable easy identification. Softcover.
WB21444 ........................................... $29.95

BIRDS OF OHIO
by Stan Tekiela
This guide has over 180 of the most common birds of Ohio, with information on male, female, juvenile, nest, eggs, incubation, fledging, migration, and food. Over 250 pages. Softcover.
WB30600 ........................................... $12.95

PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN RAPTORS
by Wheeler and Clark
Only the highest quality of over 375 photos presented, along with field marks that will enable an observer to identify our diurnal raptors in the field. 198 pages. Softcover
WB164X ........................................... $29.95

BUTTERFLIES OF OHIO
by Janet C. Daniels
In Ohio, over 135 different butterflies have been recorded. This guide covers all residents and stray species. The state has a rich and diverse butterfly fauna. 344 pages. Softcover
WB30561 ........................................... $16.95

TREES OF OHIO
by Stan Tekiela
Helps you quickly identify 115 of the most common trees in Ohio, nearly all of which are native to the state. Gives information on tree, height, leaf, bark, flower, fruit, etc. 238 pages. Softcover
WB30464 ........................................... $12.95

STOLL’S PURPLE MARTIN BOOK
by Victor Stoll
The success story of America’s largest purple martin colony. This book describes how to attract, manage, and take care of your purple martins. Softcover
WB78544 ........................................... $19.95

PETRELS, ALBATROSSES & STORM-PETRELS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Steve Howell
Detailed species accounts describe key identification features such as flight manners, plumage variation related to age and molt, seasonal occurrence patterns and migration routes. Hundreds of full-color photos of these beautiful birds! A very informative book on sea birds. 482 pages. Hardcover.
WB42111 ........................................... $45.00

THE WARBLER GUIDE
by Tom Stephenson & Scott Whittle
A very informative guide which enables you to quickly identify any of the 56 species of warblers in the U.S. and Canada. It features more than 1,000 stunning color photos, multiple viewing angles and vocalization analysis that helps you distinguish songs and calls. Range maps show summer range, migration routes and winter range. A must-have for warbler enthusiasts! Flexcover.
WB54824 ........................................... $29.95
BOOKS

STOKES GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Donald & Lilian Stokes
The ultimate field guide for today's birder. 854 species, from backyard favorites to the latest rarities. Over 3,400 color photographs. Birds shown from different angles for identification. All significant plumages. The newest range maps, winter, summer, & year round ranges as well as migration routes. Over 780 pages. CD with over 600 bird sounds included. Softcover
WB10504 .................................................. $25.00

STOKES GUIDES TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Donald & Lilian Stokes
This guide has over 2,200 color photographs. All significant plumages, male, female, summer, winter, immature, morphs, important subspecies, & birds in flight. The newest range maps – winter, summer, year round ranges, as well as migration routes. Over 550 pages. Softcover
WB13936 Eastern ........................................ $19.99
WB13929 Western ......................................... $19.99

SMITHSONIAN GUIDE TO BIRDS
by Ted Floyd
This field guide effectively aids in the identification of over 750 species of birds across North America. 2000 stunning color photographs of birds in natural habitats. Over 700 up-to-date color range maps. A DVD of bird songs included for 138 major species (587 vocalizations for 5 1/2 hours of play). 500 pages. Flexcover
WB20404 ..................................................... $24.95

PETERTSON REFERENCE GUIDE TO BIRDING BY IMPRESSION
by Kevin T. Karlson & Dale Rossetti
Want to bird like the experts? This book shares an exciting approach to bird identification. By combining an assessment of a bird's unchangeable features with the traditional method of looking at plumage details, it helps to tackle the difficult task of separating similar birds. Over 200 photographs provide 100 quiz photos that allow you to test your own skills. 280 pages. Hardcover
WB95780 .................................................... $30.00

RARE BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Howell, Lewright, Russell
Covers 262 species of vagrant birds found in the U.S & Canada. Features 275 stunning color plates that depict every species. Explains patterns of occurrence by region & season. Provides insights into vagrancy & avian migration. It will enrich the experience of anyone interested in finding & observing rare birds. Over 400 pages. Hardcover
WB17966 .................................................. $35.00

FIELD GUIDE TO NATURE OF NEW ENGLAND
by Kenn and Kim Kaufman
Whether you're walking in the woods or along the beach, camping, hiking, canoeing, or just enjoying your own backyard, this book will help identify all your nature discoveries. It includes over 2000 color photographs and is an essential reference guide for nature lovers living in or visiting New England states. 416 pages. Flexcover
WB56970 .................................................... $20.00

STOKES BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BATS
by Williams, Mies, Stokes
Bats are mainly active at night and are the only mammals that can fly. They play a vital role in our environment by dispersing seeds, pollinating plants, and eating insects. This user-friendly guide includes the 45 species in the U.S. and Canada. It will help you understand, identify, and appreciate the bats near you. 160 pages. Sofcover
WB16795 .................................................. $8.95

STOKES BEGINNERS GUIDE TO DRAGONFLIES
by Nikula, Sones, Stokes
Dragonflies and damselflies are immensely popular and recently there has been a huge surge of interest in these magical winged insects. From nature lovers to birdwatchers, dragonflies and damselflies enthral us all. A well organized, user-friendly guide. 155 pages. Softcover
WB16795 .................................................. $9.99

Order any item number starting with WB with any binocular or spotting scope and take 10% off all WB items. No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
BOOKS

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BIRDING ESSENTIALS
by Alderfer/Dunn
Whether you're just discovering the joys of birding, or a more seasoned birder looking to sharpen your skills, this user-friendly book has a perfect balance of essential, practical information. With this portable reference, you'll quickly learn to fine-tune your observations and make sense of what you see. 224 pages. Softcover
WB01356..............................................$15.95

THE NEW BIRDER'S GUIDE TO BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Bill Thompson III
A birder's guide covering 300 of the most common birds in the U.S. and Canada. Features descriptions, maps, clear photos, drawings of common and interesting behaviors and fun "Wow!" facts for each bird. Expert advice on how to get started and how to improve birding skills. 368 pages. Softcover
WB70479..............................................$16.95

SCRATCHING THE WOODCHUCK
by David Kline
David Kline's vision goes beyond 20/20, into the realm of A/Z, where he eloquently uses all the letters between to delight us. He shares a refreshing view of nature. The farmstead, fields, woods, creek, and sky hold unlimited delightful pleasures to enjoy. 205 pages. Softcover
WB21547..............................................$20.95

BIKE AND BACKPACK BIG BOOK
by Norman Miller
An Amish boy's diary of his biking Big Year in 2015 in the Bobolink Area, which contains 12 counties in Central and Northeastern Ohio. Follow his bike trips in sub-zero temperatures, blowing snow, or freezing rain to spot that new bird for his list. Almost 200 pages. Softcover
WB20565..............................................$14.95

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA (GOLDEN FIELD GUIDE)
by Robbins, Bruun, Zim
A comprehensive, up-to-date guide with over 800 species, including range maps, migration routes, feeding habits and characteristic flight patterns. These compact, lightweight books help Americans of every age explore a world of natural wonders. 360 pages. Softcover
WB80902..............................................$15.95

COOKING FOR THE BIRDS
by Adele Porter
Invite "everybirdy" to your yard with a banquet of nutritious, home-cooked foods. Learn how to make unique, creative treats for the birds, such as Banana Split, Applicious Crumble Pie, Double-dipped cone and more. This book includes 26 fun-to-make recipes with full color photos, and notes. A very nice gift. 88 pages. Softcover
WB32629..............................................$9.95

OHIO LAKE ERIE BIRDING TRAIL GUIDEBOOK
by Ohio Division of Wildlife
This guide showcases some of the best birding locales in the Great Lakes Region. The eighty-eight primary sites included in the Lake Erie Birding Trail are the best of the best and collectively nearly 400 species have been seen in these areas. There is information for each site, including over 400 photos, maps, resources and more. 232 pages. Softcover
WB1261-1..............................................$20.00

SPARROWS AND FINCHES OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION AND EASTERN NORTH AMERICA
by Chris G. Earley
"They all look same to me!" Seems to be a common statement from beginning birders. This book illustrates the subtle differences and rich diversity among these fascinating little birds. Has crisp photos and precise identification notes. Includes male/female differences, seasonal plumages, full color pictures, song descriptions, range maps and more. 128 pages. Softcover
WB77072..............................................$16.95

Order any item number starting with WB with any binocular or spotting scope and take 10% off all WB items.
No limit on the amount of WB items on the same order.
BOOKS

BIRDS OF PREY
by Dunn and Karlson
An outstanding guide on North America's birds of prey: hawks, eagles, falcons, and vultures. Hundreds of color photographs showing raptors up-close, in flight and in action; fighting, hunting and nesting, plus the bird's description, migration, habitat and behavior. 305 pages. Hardcover
WB18440 .................................................. $26.00

GULLS OF THE WORLD
by Klaus Malling Olsen
This informative guide places emphasis on field identification, covers variations of habitat, status and distribution. Over 600 stunning color photographs highlight identification criteria. The first book to provide in-depth coverage of all the world's gull species. 368 pages. Hardcover
WB80595 .................................................. $45.00

BRING BACK THE BLUEBIRDS
(EVEN ON YOUR HAND)
by Andrew M. Troyer
This handbook is an informative guide on how to manage your own bluebird trails, controlling your bluebirds' enemies, and how to do nest checks. Includes blueprints for building your own Bluebird feeder, and house. Learn how to feed the bluebirds from your hand! 32 pages. Softcover
WB54840 .................................................. $6.95

GOOD BIRDERS DON'T WEAR WHITE
Foreword by Pete Dunn
50 tips from North America's top birders. You'll find advice on feeding birds and cleaning binoculars to pishing and pelagic birding. Whether satirizing bird snobs or relating to the traditions of bird culture, each essay is as checkful of helpful information as it is entertaining. 268 pages. Softcover
WB56421 .................................................. $10.95

THE 2ND ATLAS OF BREEDING BIRDS IN OHIO
Foreword by: Bruce Peterjohn Edited by: Rodewald, Shamar, Boone, Slager, McCormac
This book is a collection of surveys from more than 900 dedicated birdwatchers across the state from 2006-2011. It describes recent changes in climate and bird habitat within Ohio, and contains comprehensive and authoritative accounts of each species, illustrated by stunning full-color photographs. Species maps show in fine detail the birds' distribution, habitat, and range. This Atlas will aid and inform researchers and birders for years to come. Hardcover. 578 pages.
WB71275 .................................................. $64.95

BETTER BIRDING
by Armistead and Sullivan
Better Birding reveals the techniques expert birders use to identify a wide variety of bird species in the field quickly and easily. It features hundreds of beautiful photos throughout the book, along with many tips, tools and concepts to become better at bird identification in the field. 318 pages. Softcover
WB29662 .................................................. $29.95

WILDFLOWERS OF OHIO
by Stan Tekiela
A field guide to 200 of Ohio's beautiful wildflowers, organized by color and size, with full page, quality photographs. Easy-to-read format presents information from critical to accurate identification. Stan's Notes include fun, fact-filled tidbits, such as common names, insect relationships and more. Handy pocket size. 409 pages - Softcover
WB61374 .................................................. $16.95